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CHAPTER 1 
 
1.1. Introduction. 
 
 The construction sector is one of the key component that driving the Malaysia‟s 
economic growth and also the development for the nation. The construction segment 
plays a very significant role to the social in Malaysia. They not only produce the 
building products to the society but also provide the community with a large number of 
opportunities for the occupations. Given the position of construction sector social status 
and purposes, its social responsibility has its own „speciality‟ compared to other 
industries sector.  
 
The construction sector can be categorises as labour-intensive businesses and the 
rapid expansion of the construction sectors creates a large number of employments in 
the country. This sort of construction development, obviously, generates a huge demand 
of the work force for immediate employment. But as there is a great scarcity of 
domestic labour force in the country, they have to depend largely on the migrant 
workers. The importation of migrant workers into Malaysia is a necessity when the 
country has been facing an acute shortage of labour force. Higher levels of foreign and 
domestic private investment played an important role as the economy diversified and 
modernized, Wikipedia (2012) 
 
Most of their labours are among foreign workers from nearby neighbouring 
country such as from Myanmar, Indonesia, Thailand, Bangladesh, Philippine, India and 
others. The involvement of the foreign workers in constructions sector is increasing 
from time to time. There is no argument that huge influxes of foreign workers in these 
industries have some positive and negative impact either directly or indirectly on the 
social in Pahang state.  
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1.2. Problem background. 
 
 Recently the statistic shows the increasing dramatically of foreign workers 
arrived in Malaysia and they were hired for various economic sectors in this country. As 
in February 2012, the employment of foreign workers had shown an increasing by 7.01 
million compared to January on the same year, 6.87 million which show increasing by 
2.2%, Principal Statistics of Labour Force, Malaysia, February (2012).  
 
 Most of the foreign workers do occupied almost the entire employment offer and 
this figure will increase as critical sector such construction industry having shortage of 
local worker forces, Noridah (2010). Based on the 2010/2011 Economic Report, there 
areabout 1.8 million of foreign workers been registered under Immigration Department 
of Malaysia. However this figure did not reveal the real number as almost 3.1 million of 
foreign workers were recorded by government, whereby two-third of them entered this 
country illegally, News Straits Times (2012).  
 
 Malaysia Investment Development Authority (MIDA) had released that foreign 
workers may be employed in manufacturing, construction, plantation, agricultural, 
services and domestic help sector. Services sector consists of 11 subsectors which are 
restaurant, cleaning services, cargo handling, launderette, caddy in golf club, barber, 
wholesale/retail, textile, metal/ scraps/ recycle activities, welfare homes and hotel/ 
resort Island. The approval is based on the merits of each case and subject to conditions 
that will be determined from time to time. Applications to employ the foreign workers 
will only be considered when efforts to find the qualified local labour and permanent 
resident have failed. 
 
 According to the Department of Statistics as June 2011, Malaysian Construction 
sector had employed 1.2 million labours or around 10 % of our total employment and 
about 70 % to 80 % was occupied by foreign workers, Department of Statistics (2011).  
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There is positively and negatively impact on this situation, for example the 
foreign workers can help to reduce the shortages of labour in various economic sectors 
of the country but in the same time will take away the jobs opportunity offer to the 
locals by the sectors. Based on statistic most of the foreign workers from various 
countries were hired in most of the construction sector. 
 
1.3. Problem statement. 
 
The construction companies are binding with their social responsibility that is 
focusing on social development and community capacity building. This condition will 
create a space to explore the potential of local communities who will become the 
company's social capital to perform their operation. Besides that, it is also to create 
opportunities to be employed, this method also can build an image as a friendly and 
caring environment between companies and the society. Additionally, the increasing 
sense of trust by the community and has slowly developed from the community so that 
they feels that the company's existence in their area would be beneficial and 
accommodating. 
 
The situations are totally different in the practical. Most of the opportunity 
employment in constructions sector was taken by the foreign workers especially as a 
general labour. Almost 80 % of the labour forces at unskilled level are from foreign 
workers. It‟s very limited to find the worker from local community to be employed as 
unskilled labour although the projects were constructed in those particular areas. Influx 
of foreign workers in construction sector today creates surplus supply of labour forces 
in the market today. It‟s may offer some advantages to companies and the possible short 
term action to overcome the shortages of general labour from local society. For 
instance, companies are free to choose the lowest labour cost as they want or at their 
effort since the major cost in the construction is cost for the labour in project. 
 
We cannot deny that the foreign worker have certain level of impact to 
construction companies, but will happen if this scenarios is continuously in the future? 
Almost majority of the construction companies decides to hire the lowest labour cost for 
